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Danilo
Delfino

This is a small guide with details about the sessions
I'm currently offering.
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Thank you for taking the time to demonstrate
your interest. Enjoy and I hope to be seeing
you soon!
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CHOOSING YOUR PROJECT
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2021

WANNADOS

FLASHDAY

HALF OR FULL DAY

Find in my online shop or
instagram designs and concepts
that you like. Once you
obtained one, easily schedule a
wannados session. Pricing for
wannados is always reduced.

For small designs, letterings, or
that matching tattoos with a
friend. Choose something from
my Sketchbook, remix a
references you love, or bring
your very own design.

A session with a workflow
designed for collaboration.
Curated to bring your own idea
to life in a unique tattoo
experience. With food and
beverages included.

AUGUST 2021
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VISIT MY PAGE

DURATION GUIDE

REGISTER OR
LOGIN

CHOOSE YOUR
PROJECT

Forearm single side: 2-5+ hours
Forearm complete wrap: 4-6+ hours
Upper arm half sleeve: 3-6+ hours
Full sleeve: 9-12+ hours
Inner upper arm: 1.5-3 hours
Back of upper arm: 1.5-4 hours
Shoulder cap: 3-5+ hours
Upper back: 2-8+ hours
Large back: 4-12+ hours

CHOOSE A
DATE AND TIME

CONFIRM

Full back: 12-20+ hours
Chest: 4-6+ hours
Full front torso: 8-20+ hours
Sternum: 2-4 hours
Stomach: 2-4 hours
Thigh single side: 3-5+ hours
Thigh partial wrap: 6-12+ hours
Thigh full wrap: 9-15+ hours
Calf or shin: 2-4+ hours
Lower leg full-wrap: 6-12+ hours
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WANNADOS : Wannado Session Deposit - €100
+ Price of Wannado on my online shop
FLASHDAY : Flashday Session Deposit - €100
+ €50 = 30min / €200 = 1 Hour / €500 = 2 Hours

Rates
Avarage €300/hourly

HALF-DAY : €400 Session Deposit
+ €800 = 4 / 6 Hours Session
FULL-DAY : €600 Session Deposit
+ €1800 = 8 / 10 Hours Session
Design, feedback, preparation, and tattooing are part of every session.
Includes snacks and beverages or food delivery.
As it was asked by many, included is the pricing page of multiple artists with different skills
and styles. For informative and educational purpose only.

AUGUST 2021

http://www.tenderfootstudio.com/artists

Payments

On the website, Debit, Credit Card, and PayPal are accepted.
Some regions and mobile devices may also display Apple Pay,
Venmo, or other cash app options. On the day of your session,
the remaining balance can be paid preferably in cash, but
Card, PayPal, or bank transfer are also available.

1202 TSUGUA
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YOUR SESSION
CONSIDERATIONS
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CONSENT

IMAGE WAIVER

CLOTHING

Acknowledgment of pre-existing
conditions, medications, allergies, the
possibility of infection and agreement to
follow aftercare routine, as well,
permanence of the tattoo and
variations.

With your permission, we’ll be creating
videos and photos for personal or
promotional use. The images and videos
will be shared with you and credited
upon request.

Consider wearing clothes that is easy to
remove. Keep in mind that, pigments
can get on your clothing so please wear
something that you don't mind
potentially getting stained.

CareBefore
&After
For more information:
Visit the interview for the New York Mag

Caring for your skin can prevent
complications and ensure that the
tattoo heals properly. Gently wash the
area with soap and water twice a day.
Apply a thin layer of fragrance and
alcohol free ointment 2 to 4 times a
day. Recommend ointment may vary
for skin types, tattoo styles, artwork
size, placement in the body, or even
the weather.

Dry winter often requires more
attention than a humid summer.
Choose ointments A+D that can create
a thin layer over your skin. Extra
attention on the first 3 to 5 days. Avoid
swimming, bathing, sauna, intense
exercise, scratching, or applying
pressure. Wear comfortable clothes
and care with sunscreen after 10 - 15
days only.

Read Article
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ISSUES
There are so many things involved in tattooing that
some techniques are expected to work better than
others, heal faster or slower, also be best suited to a
body part or skin type. I keep an open
communication during the aftercare, so if you
experience any issues, contact me via Whatsapp.
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RESCHEDULING
After many cancellations during corona, I
implemented a feature to let you reschedule your
session on your own. Through my website, choose
another available date and time, your current
session will be canceled, and a new one confirmed.
A message with the details and a calendar event will
be sent to your email. You have until the day before
your current session to make any changes.
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So, thanks for your time and I hope I have answered
some of your questions. If you need more information,
you will find more details on my website in the FAQ.

Send your idea, buy one of my Wannados deisgns, or
reserve your spot on my next FlashDay.

book.danilodelfino.ink

Hamburg:
@vadersdye
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Vienna:
@truecanvas
DEKROW I EVAH EREHW

Danilo
Delfino

Berlin:
@vadersdye

FACEBOOK
@danilodelfino.ink

Barcelona:
@sashatattooing @senytattoos
New York
@gristle @fluernoire
São Paulo
@tattooaria @carinacaie

INSTAGRAM
@danilodelfino

Brasilia
@danibastoz
Buenos Aires
@wouldstudio
Los Angeles
@vadersdyela @ateliereva
AUGUST 2021

YOUTUBE
@danilodelfino
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Contact
WEBSITE

EMAIL

PHONE | WHATSAPP

book.danilodelfino.ink

danilodelfinotattoo@gmail.com

+1 347 913 6794

